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NeuralMetrics Awarded Best Product in AI and Data Category 
 
 

NEW YORK, March 13, 2024  — NeuralMetrics, a leading provider of AI-powered commercial insurance 

underwriting data, was today recognized as a winner in the Top AI and Data product category of the 

2024 Product Awards. The 7th Annual Product Awards, presented by Products That Count in partnership 

with Mighty Capital and Capgemini, is the only awards program designed to celebrate solutions that 

help advance the work and contributions of product managers. NeuralMetrics AI capabilities optimize 

data-driven risk evaluation, adding significant value to the management of insurance products such as 

general liability, lessor’s risk, and commercial property. 

 

The Products That Count product manager network selected worldwide nominees, and an independent 

Awards Advisory Board comprised of top product leaders chose the winners. This year’s board includes 

product leaders from S&P Global, Bank of America, and Amazon’s Twitch. 

 

NeuralMetrics uses leading-edge AI technology and tools to deliver diverse data from public sources for 

commercial insurance risk assessment. With the proprietary AI capabilities of NeuralMetrics, 

underwriting teams at insurers and managing general agents (MGAs) can access detailed risk insights 

from the web in real time. The company provides an underwriting data workbench, powered by 

generative AI and large language models (LLMs). NeuralMetrics also just announced the launch of its A-

Star (A*) platform, consisting of cognitive, self-learning GenAI agents, which can assume a variety of 

underwriting personas and automate a range of risk-assessment tasks. 

 

-more- 

  

http://www.neuralmetrics.ai/
https://www.einpresswire.com/article/686597104/neuralmetrics-launches-generative-ai-underwriting-data-workbench-with-enriched-large-language-model-support
https://www.einpresswire.com/article/695020655/neuralmetrics-launches-a-star-a-platform-incorporating-intelligent-ai-agents-to-enhance-insurance-underwriting
https://www.einpresswire.com/article/695020655/neuralmetrics-launches-a-star-a-platform-incorporating-intelligent-ai-agents-to-enhance-insurance-underwriting


 

“NeuralMetrics is thrilled to be recognized by Products That Count for our work in advancing 

instantaneous, AI-enabled access to risk data for insurance underwriting,” said Prakash Vasant, CEO of 

NeuralMetrics. “Commercial insurance product managers face changing market conditions, evolving 

policyholder expectations, and exacting regulatory requirements in striving to provide productive 

insurance coverage to businesses. As partners to insurance organizations of all sizes, NeuralMetrics 

continues to push AI boundaries and improve underwriting efficiency with on-demand access to risk-

quality data.”  

 
Click here for more information on the 2024 Product Awards for AI and Data.  

 

### 

 
ABOUT THE PRODUCT AWARDS 
The 7th annual Product Awards, produced by Products That Count (link) in partnership with Capgemini 
and Mighty Capital, celebrate the best products for product managers, chosen by product leaders. Based 
on insights from thousands of product managers, the Product Awards showcase product managers’ 
favorite products within categories as defined by our independent Awards Advisory Board, 25 product 
leaders committed to pushing forward the product conversation.  
 
ABOUT NEURALMETRICS 
NeuralMetrics (www.neuralmetrics.ai) provides real-time risk intelligence and industry classification 
data to facilitate accurate, contextual commercial underwriting for insurers, MGAs, brokers, and agents. 
The company's AI-powered underwriting data workbench extracts and organizes actionable, industry-
compliant risk-quality insights — instantaneously and transparently — from dynamic, public sources of 
information, driving straight-through processing, predictive risk assessment, and precise policy pricing. 
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